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W

elcome to the June edition of the
ADR Newsletter. In this issue we
review a mould remediation project.
If you would like to make a contribution to the
newsletter please send your feedback, questions,,
tc. to us
articles, comments, or testimonials, etc.
mes will
by email: adr@ausdr.com.au. No names
be published with reader submissionss unless
specifically requested otherwise.

treatment to exterminate the live mould spores
within the home. Once the mould spores were
rendered inactive, the team began to manifest
and pack all of the contaminated items into heavy
g for transport
p to ADR.
dutyy containment bags
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Long term residents of Sydney would be well
n, which
aware of the high humidity in the region,
sometimes leads to the growth of mould,
particularly in older homes built usingg
materials such as stone bricks. One
such home in Sydney’s west had beenn
nd
substantially contaminated by mould and
required professional remediation. The
nced
owner of the home engaged an experienced
ction
mycologist to conduct a biological inspection
ort and
of the home and provide a detailed report
he owner
scope of works. The mycologist advised the
to engage a restoration company to remove all of
the contents items and decontaminate them, at
the same time undertaking remediation works
on the old stone building. Once the home owner
received the inspection findings and scope, they
approached ADR to conduct the remediation
services as recommended in the report. ADR’s
Biological Practice Leader attended the premises
to conduct a risk assessment and gather
information to provide the home owner with a
cost estimate for the works required. With a cost
estimate presented and accepted by the home
owner, ADR’s well drilled team of Operators swung
into action. ADR was granted access to the site and
with all staff wearing the appropriate PPE, began
the process by sealing all the doorways, windows
and vents in preparation for an initial vapour

The mycologist’s report confirmed that there
was below detectable limits (BDL) of mould
and therefore issued a “Clearance Certificate”
for the project. Whilst the contents were being
remediated, a team of Restoration Operators
from ADR’s experienced decontamination team
attended the mould affected house to begin
remediation works. With a clear scope of works
provided by the attending mycologist as part of
their initial report, the ADR professionals followed
a proven remediation method including, ADR staff
wearing appropriate PPE and using specialised
techniques and materials to remove the mould
spores from the home. Once the remediation was
complete, the mycologist returned to take samples
in order to issue a “Clearance Certificate” for the
home. With both the structure and contents
completely decontaminated and cleared by the
Mycologist, the contents items were returned to
the home and positioned back in place.
If you have a mould problem, call ADR now for
some friendly advice.
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ADR staff manifesting mould affected contents
prior
i tto ttransportt tto processing
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ADR has purpose built facilities to accommodate
mould remediation work on items such as hard
furniture, electronics, books, kitchenware etc.
The next stage of the process involved ADR’s
experienced operators conducting a multiple
step proprietary procedure to remove the dead
mould spores from the contents items. ADR’s
documented “Work Instruction for Mould
Remediation” dictates that a number of biological
samples be collected and analysed at specific
stages of the remediation process as part of the
Quality Control practice. Once all of the items had
been remediated and QC checked, they are stored
ready for delivery. An independent mycologist was
engaged to conduct the necessary biological
testing to confirm the efficacy of the remediation.

COMIC RECOVERY
“No Madam, we don’t
remediate mould from your
week old bread, you should
throw that in the bin”
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